GREAT DECISION

Lits Choose Girls
Now Life Can Go On

On Wednesday, October 15, the great suspense of the year was over. The following girls were selected for membership in the literary societies.

SBE
Massive Bell, Patty Benet, Ann Burdovsky, Ann Bum, Camilla Cling, Eleanor Darghall, Helen Hardman, Jeanne Jones, Carolin McKay, Cheryl Madison, Dana Phillips, Carolyn Turner, Barbara Vogel, Marilyn Wein, Joan Whitford, Carol Young.

CRILS
Maxim Addes, Ann Bell, Blanche Balistreri, Jo Ann Exley, Nancy Green, Shirley Heilman, Barbara Mogav, Bibo Oomen, Joanne Petersen, Joan, Piers, Evelyn Powell, Ann Warner

MEILS
Bally Atten, Jean Adams, Norma Alford, Eileen glue, Evelyn Hicks, Catherine Maloney, Sharon Maloney, Geraldine Speltch, Lola Thomas, Kay Tod, Darlene Williams, Pat Williams.

OKS
Nancy Boyd, Fredra Broxen, Jean Chambers, Max Jean Choll, Virginia Bing, Barbara Harroth, Helen Harvey, Karen Han-5, past president of the American Institution of Chemical Engineers and a vice-president of the Chemical Engineering Society, will speak on “Double Jeopardy.”

Students Invited to Seventh Annual AIChE Meeting

Four technical sessions and a ban-quet are expected to attract more than 500 chemical engineers, execu-tives, and students to the Seventh Annual Technical Meeting of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, South Texas Section. This year the meeting will be held at the Rice Hotel in Houston on October 16.

The all-day program will be pack-ed with reports and papers from experts in the chemical and petro-chemical industries on the latest developments in their respective field. The meeting will be concluded with a banquet in the Banquet Room of the Rice Hotel, Sidney D. Kirkpat-ricia, past president of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers and a member of the editorial board of “Chemical Engineering,” will speak on “Double Jeopardy.”

Charity Drive Starts Saturday;
Full Week Planned

The fifth annual Charity Drive will begin at Half-time of the Rice-SMU game tomorrow. Miss Lola Adams, eight year member of the Matilda par-ties, will crown the queen of the campus for Charities Week. In charge of these activities is Vice President Virginia Lynn. Joe Nessley started the Charity Drive by denoting the stadi-um for the academic engineered football game to be held on Saturday. The touch football of eleven man teams, played by the faculty, will be part of the weekend events on Page 6.

The Faculty was polled Tues-day to determine the question of the day. Governor Stevenson will speak tomorrow at 11:45 at the Music Hall. Any students wishing to take an active part in his recep-tion should contact Ally Cohn or leave a note in the Thresher of- fice at once.

Business at SC meeting last Tuesday began with a com-munication from a man in Red Oaks, Texas, who caught an owl with a wingspread of 50". He is willing to give it to Rice for a mascot; however, no action was taken on the report and a committee is to present the matter to the Student Council. The Treasurer reported that the Student Ann’s fund contained $457.26 and the Student Properties fund, $150.75. The committee-at-large reported that they will probably have to high school bands for our Home-coming parade as well as 15 or 14 bands from Rice organizations. The Social Chairman’s motion to enter-tain the SMU student council at a buffet on Saturday was approved, and later in the meeting a similar (Continued on Page 4).

I GO POGO

Pogo’s Rice Schedule Changed;
Kelly Will Speak Tomorrow

“We go Pogo and we will have Pogo in spite of everything,” declared Editor Cole, speaking for the Thresher and Forum, Thursday evening. Creator of the incomparable Pogo comic strip who was unable to speak as scheduled on Thursday will speak tomorrow night in the Lecture lounge. Held on October 22, he and Miss McGeever, editor of the Rice Owl, will present a preview of the Pogo story and answer questions from the audience regarding Pogo, his art and his friends,” said Warren Thompson, Chronicle Promotion department who is handling the arrangements of Kelly visit.

Mr. Kennedy, business manager of the Cope speaking of the popular-ity of Pogo with Rice students and faculty, said that the first coop order of Pogo books was bought for the Rice students and faculty. "The second," said Kennedy, "is almost gone and we are hoping to have a new order in time for Kel-ly’s appearance.”

The modern American cartoon art-ist is sponsored jointly by Thresh-er and Forum. "The Thresher’s sponsor-ship," said Editor Cole, "is just a part of the coop’s new effort to bring an unbiased fair coverage of national polities to the student body."

This will be the Second Forum of the year.

Metzger Urges
All Rice Students to Attend Meeting

Rice’s Young Republicans Chapter will meet in the Fondren Library Exam Room Sunday at 3:00 PM. Chair-man Paul Metzger urges all old members and all other interested students to attend the meeting.

Fred Bollard has been appointed Eisenhower campaign chairman for the mon post-election. Assembly being held on October 24, the campus will be satis-fied by Forrest Ralph and Clifford Whildin. Ten members of the com-mittee will be appointed. Metzger urged all students to vote in the mon election to show that the Thresher’s support of Governor Stevenson does reflect the student body’s opinion.

INSIDE THE
THRESHER

• College Y Naissance from A&M appear in story and pictures on page 4.

• Comments in passing from the students regarding the Pogo parking lot symmetrical to the Rice Hotel. In the Smith’s presence, only are amazingly low (special price for members of Eulenspiegel) but are available from any of the club members.

ORDER SMILES

Faced by Weighty Problems SC Comes Out Ahead

Want a live owl? A new parking lot? A candy machine?

All the above objects came under the consideration of the Student Council at a Tuesday meeting. The parking lot is the subject of the first, the candy machine is now in the lounge, and the owl (with a 50 in wingspread, no less) remains in the hands of the Student Council.

It appears that after several months of ignoring the plight of the students in this campus area and after a car on the campus, the administration administration had finally found the parking situation disple-asing. Last year’s parking committee

...
Mice...

We are tired of people who do not have the courage to sign letters with their own names.

We have a policy to run letters only if the editor knows who they wrote. This has been followed. Every pseudonym was identified by the editor.

But why don't you have the courage of your convictions? Is Rice breeding mice or men? In other words... what is everyone afraid of?—AMTC.

From The Top of the Lamp Post

By AMTC

All kinds of rumors are floating over the campus this week about a miracle which is scheduled for "around October 15." For the first time in the year the directory is going to come out before Thanksgiving. The entire literary society sold ads this summer and the dirty work of actual publication was capably managed by Elaine Crossman. This may make her a minor saint in the campus hierarchy of greats of all time. After all this may never happen again.

Incidentally, the Owls even made a small profit, an unusual occurrence.

It would seem that the master printer of the Owls, England, is scheduled to make a move in November. Like all publications this Owls has had some tough breaks. So it seems they planned to use plenty of ads to keep expenses low and before they could even get started, the company went out of business.

However, unlike the other publications on campus, advertising is not a problem for this latest linotype company. Engineering firms, and alumni clubs have stepped up to get the paper into the pages. Must be nice.

In answer to many questions, the Owl doesn't seem to have been abandoned. Far from it. However, we are pleased to report that no further language memos have been heard. Maybe the entire issue won't be exploded after all. Literate

us to implies any meeting or gathering which is taking in dancing, writing, or business.

No one seems to be attacked by van
dias... stop sign vandalism that is. Some pulling up the signs may be a great sport but it seems to us at least that the four way stops by the Gym and others are an asset. Let's get them back up.

Speaking of parking... we say

Issue Editor

Joe Watt

Interesting Books are... BROWN BOOK SHOP 1014 FANNIN STREET CA-7053

Interested in Books?

The Thresher Deluged With Rather Odd Literature

For what's it's worth, here are a few oddball publications that drifted in with the rest of the Thresher's subscribes by mail.

From the Fortean Society, Room 305, 3 Grand Central Annex New York City

Some paper will refuse that supp

Some will accept modified versions. By invoking the law we can force them to take it, either as written or as revised.

To the Editor

So many partisan attacks have been made upon the Republican Party of late that I hope I may be al

To the right of late that I hope I may be al

Random Publishes Adlai's Speeches Since Convention

On Thursday, Random House published a 128 page collection of Adlai Stevenson's Speeches, beginning with Stevenson's welcoming address at the Chicago Democratic Convention and continuing through his Louis-

Annalistic has written a foreword for the book, and Dele Myers and Ralph Martin have added a 2000 word biography of the Governor.

Bennett Cerf, president of Random House, said at a recent press conference that "Win or lose, Adlai Stevenson has contributed to the political battle... he has put on a series of speeches that for eloquence, humor and literary style have been rarely equalled in American politics."

The Modern Dance Group will meet at 1:50 PM on Sunday in the Gym. All those interested in modern dancing are invited to attend.

The Rice Thresher

Interested in Books?
A&M Visitors To Help Riceites

"Organizational work is going on for a Rice chapter of the College Y movement," said Bill Lee this week. "Added by some of the chapter members from A&M we hope to establish a Rice chapter at once."

Dean of the Aggies and students from A&M will be here to help organize a Rice chapter of the College Y movement. The meeting will be in the Lecture Lounge, Monday at 7:30.

A short movie of Y activities at A&M will be shown and the Aggies will tell of their organization and its plans. Discussion of possible programs for Rice will be held.

All men are invited. Refreshments will be served in the student Lounge following the meeting.

In the usual order Charles Beagle, president, Lee West, vice-president, and Ronnie Hudson, program chairman of the A&M College Y group who will meet with Rice boys Monday night to help establish a Rice College Y chapter.
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By Bill Hobby

Two developments in the Eisenhower campaign have put an entirely new complexion on the presidential race. The first is the really astounding development of Gen. Eisenhower into too little and too late.

President Truman is trying the same technique and is finding that two can play the game. The Democratic copyright on a fighting campaign conducted on the more effective level of personalities, rather than issues, has run out.

In 1940 and in 1948, the Democratic incumbents, realizing that the election would be close, started, starting dead early and late, "both a fighting campaign usually has the effect of increasing the turnout of voters, and a big turn out is traditionally in the advantage of the Democrats."

President Truman is trying the same technique and is finding that two can play the game. The Democratic copyright on a fighting campaign conducted on the more effective level of personalities has run out. The Republicans, having the advantage, are using it to their advantage.

Unfortunately, issues have been demystified as personal conflicts. They must be simplified and personalized by the candidates if they are to get the attention of the electorate.

The second of the two remarkable developments in the phenomenal crowds that the General has been drawing are the students. Both campuses are coming to see a military hero from their own day—but the experts wrote off Truman's student-crowd support 10 years ago. On the other hand, Williams Jennings Bryan and Al Smith both got sizable student followings and lost.

Pay your money and take your pick. This columnist is going out of reverence for language (since the future tense is a tense that counts? The past follows, you know, but it I like Fine, good for you. You have an independent mind. Another independent with a few million other people. And then this other guy you know, you know, but it I like Fine, good for you."

To the Editor:

The changing of the bonfire date to the night before the Texas game is logical. It will simplify the arrangements for the game, which was the purpose of the change.

The Election Committees Rules and Regulations were approved. However, the rule concerning the presentation of colored signs was not approved by the Council. The purpose of the presentation of colored signs was to allow a variety of signs to be displayed during the homecoming. The signs will be approved by the Student Activities Committee. The sign must have the Student Activities Committee's approval before it is allowed to be displayed.

The Council passed a revised, betterworded Honor By-Law, as well as approving some PALS Constitution amendments. Approval of the constitution of the newly-formed Army ROTC organization, the Chi Engineering Society, and the Sigma Chi Fraternity was also approved by the Council. The council passed a revised, betterworded Honor By-Law, as well as approving some PALS Constitution amendments. Approval of the constitution of the newly-formed Army ROTC organization, the Chi Engineering Society, and the Sigma Chi Fraternity was also approved by the Council.

I am not going to every ten minutes and then make any promises, big speeches, all a necessity to keep the public happy, and what do we get? I am not going to every ten minutes and then make any promises, big speeches, all a necessity to keep the public happy, and what do we get?

On a second thought, maybe Pogo would be a good man. George Sterling

I GO POGO

Methods of Plan Picnic For Sunday

Members of the Methodist Student Fellowship are planning a picnic to be held on Sunday, October 19, by the Older Students' Union. The plans are made by Paul's Methodist Church, Sunday School and other groups. The picnic will be held at 11:00 PM. People going on the pic- nio may bring clothes for picnics on Sunday School lessons because they will leave after the service. Transportation will be provided by the church. The picnic will be held at 11:00 PM. People going on the picnic may bring clothes for the picnic on Sunday School lessons because they will leave after the service. Transportation will be provided by the church.

The Open House of the Newman Club is scheduled for Thursday, October 21. It will be at Mrs. Mary Ann Newman's house at 7:30 PM.

Lacy Announces Student Plans

South Bend, Ind. — Lacy Lacy, general co-ordinator of student homecoming plans as student councilman-at-large.

Pending approval by the council will be the presentation of your blanket and the plans for the parade, it was felt. However, the rule concerning the presentation of colored signs was not approved by the Council. The purpose of the presentation of colored signs was to allow a variety of signs to be displayed during the homecoming. The signs will be approved by the Student Activities Committee. The sign must have the Student Activities Committee's approval before it is allowed to be displayed.

On a second thought, maybe Pogo would be a good man.
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I GO POGO

General student plans for Homecoming 1952, October 30 through November 1, have been announced by Harold Lacy, general co-ordinator of student homecoming plans as student councilman-at-large.

Lacy, the annual homecoming banquet, was scheduled for 9:30 PM, Friday, October 25, downtown Houston.

The administration of the parade, the bonfire, and the Houstonian homecoming game will be under the opera.

Deadlines for nomination of Homecoming queen candidates by various campus organizations were October 21, with balloting on October 24. Queen candidates will vote in con- cerners during the homecoming program. The Homecoming queen will be presented during half-time of the Houstonians homecoming game, with the queen being crowned by Dr. W. V. Knutson, president of Rice.

Saturday evening, October 22, from 8:00 PM to 1:00 AM, the Homecoming dance will be held in the Crystal and South American rooms of the Rice hotel. Buddy Brook's band will furnish music. Tom Taylor, school dance chairman, is in charge of the dance.

The homecoming pageant for student and alumni homecoming followed. Friday, October 24, 7:30 PM: Reception for the alumni and guests, 8:00 PM: Alumni Dinner in the Rice Hotel. Saturday, October 22, 8:30 AM: Wreath-laying ceremony in front of Rice tower. 10:45 AM: Alumni Coffee spon- sored by EIEL. 2:00 PM: Rice vs. Wisconsin foot- ball—Pernolds Drill Team at half.

October 31, 7:30 PM: Reception for the alumni and guests. 8:00 PM: Alumni Dinner in the Rice Hotel. Sunday, October 31, 8:00 AM: Downtown Parade—Pernolds Drill Team at half. 8:30 AM: Homecoming for the alumni. Music by Pat Simmons at the Rice Hotel. Saturday, November 1, 10:30 AM: Alumni Reunion break- fast. 11:45 AM: Alumni Coffee spon- sored by EIEL. 2:00 PM: Rice vs. Wisconsin foot- ball—Pernolds Drill Team at half.

Specialists CHRYSLER PRODUCTS

Repairs to All Makes and Models of Cars —

444 RICE CD. EIEL 7077
Promoters Give Owls 8 Point Lead Over Southern Methodist

By The Sports Staff

The Southwest Conference enters its first full week of conference play this Saturday after the worst intersectional record in its history. Only Baylor has won all of its intersectional titles while the rest of the teams have lost 11 of 19 games. Baylor is now trying to keep the record clean by tangling Texas Tech and a lock. The conference set up is this: SMU plays Rice in Houston, A&M entangles Texas Tech at Lubbock. The conference play this Saturday after the worst intersectional record will be smeared by Rice. The Mustangs were much improved last year's 19-14 licking at Fayetteville, and will be helped by playing their home team spirit, should carry Rice to an easy victory over the conference's most proven running back in Jerry Coody, Dick Parmalee, et al. Texas

Baylor will be trying to keep its defensive play and Darrow Hooper's offensive play and rates an easy victory over the Red Raiders. The Longhorns are out to avenge last year's 15-14 lacing at Fayetteville, and will be helped by playing in Austin. Texas needs one after losing to Notre Dame and Oklahoma, but Arkansas needs it worse than it has already lost one conference game to TCU. With 1951 A.C. Conference back Lamar Moeen in return, the Texas swells on him best Gil Dawson, Dick Omm, T. J. Jones, Harley nasıl, et al. Texas 27, Arkansas 14.

Baylor vs. Texas Tech

The Bears are trying to keep their intersectional slate clean and even up the conference record at 11 wins and 11 losses, while Tech is still out to beat a SWC team after being mauled by Rice. The Red Raiders didn't show too much against the Owls, but the potential is there and they are certain to be improved this week. Baylor has produced a new quarterback in Billy Hooper, some good ends and backs the conference's most proven running backs in Jerry Coody, Dick Parmalee, Don Miller and Mike Sullivan, and rates an easy victory over the Border Conference Club. Baylor 28, Texas Tech 13.

Lit's Choose

(Continued from Page 1)

Williams, Emmy Wolkert, Betty Wrightman.

The Swivel Hip Six

Riki's Quickies

Fatmen

Lucky Strike

When nothing comes around for you, go after it. The girl who always gets our bid

Knows L.S.Z.N.T.

Lavin-Telle Korn

Fresno College

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

BE HAPPY-Go Lucky!

Five League Intramural Touch Football Now in Second Week

By The Sports Staff

Norman Einspruch is Best Baseball Doperster At Rice

Einspruch, fourth year engineering student, is the leading baseball doperster on the Rice campus. Einspruch walked off with the second "annual" Rice Hot-Stove League prediction contest, far outdistancing the rest of the field. Einspruch picked the first, second, and third teams correctly in both leagues and had phenomenal success with the National League, picking the correct finish for every team except the Pittsburgh Pirates and the Cincinnati Reds.

Finishing in a tie for second place were Weldon Price, Horse Hall prognosticator, and Bob Garrison, who graduated in June, Vance Lofton and Harold Lacy tied for fourth place.

Winning honors mention were F. W. Johnson and Dr. E. H. Phillips who selected six of the eight first division teams correctly but had severe trouble with the second division teams. Last year winner Norris Keeler finished far out of the "money" and winner of the "hooey" prize for the worst predictions was former Rice basketball star, Charlie
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Five
**By Dick Karig**

Three weeks ago this column was written over briefly the subject of intercollegial gridiron activity and how well the Southwest Conference has done in the past on this score. Now it appears that the field is clean in a different manner and 21 intercollegial contests roundly sound and blow over the loop competition. Perhaps the seven coaches have decided to concentrate on the conference titles rather than trip the intercollegial fees.

Taking another angle, perhaps the outside opposition has come up to par this season, or, maybe, this just is not the year for exceptional talent from this section of the nation.

Not one of these diagnoses has any appeal to this department, but these are given an explanation that does, however. Prior to the inauguration of the Southwest Conference, the outside opposition was one of the factors in the formation of the conference. It was agreed that for this reason, the conference would be played at a disadvantage, but that the players and men of the Southwest Conference would be such as to make the conference a first-class proposition.

The Southwest Conference is balanced, for the same reason, there is no Southwestern eleven today that can stop Rice, which has shown up to par yet this year, with any ease.

SMU looks as though it is a first class proposition, but it needs to run out of a variety of ways, and then be given by an unbalanced line, which has been playing games with several leading interference. They also have several intramural pass patterns, which will be a disadvantage in formation, and it is these plays that are liable to give the SMU trouble this Saturday.

East Texas only has come up with a few changes that may improve the team, but has lost one of the best teams in the nation last year, but also an amazing crew of freshman finds. Troups on this court were lack Alan Ames and red shirt Walter Williams.

It looks like too much sledging for the Southwest Conference for several years to come.

**Charities**

(Continued from Page 1)

The Steers drubbed the Big Ten 41-27 at the New York Athletic Club.

The Owls will be attempting to improve their all-time record against SMU. It now stands at 16 wins for SMU and none for TCU, but lost the game.

The Owls had not seen the last euphoria of being able to pick their squad from three participating classes rather than two. And this advantage that the outside opposition has over the conference that is in different conferences, to play in a second-class competition.

The six in the top ten that six of the teams in the top ten rankings by AP was notable lot until 11:00 only.

The Parking Committee of underdog week after week. These fruitions and amazement displayed the complete solution, for the same thing that six of the teams in the top ten rankings by AP was notable lot until 11:00 only.

Parking

(Continued from Page 4)

extra work involved in keeping lists organized and ready to be put to use.

Parking

The parking situation again, .was brought up this week, and once more the problem of enforcement was raised. There was no legal basis for the parking situation on Shepherd, but it is true that six of the teams in the top ten rankings by AP was notable lot until 11:00 only.

The week's release of national conference tilts was anxious to have SC action, but the suggestion that six of the teams in the top ten rankings by AP was notable lot until 11:00 only.

Sw allow of the attendance and information displayed by interested emitters is that they are unaccustomed to seeing a Southwest Conference team play the role of underdog week after week. These fruitions and amazement displayed the complete solution, for the same thing that six of the teams in the top ten rankings by AP was notable lot until 11:00 only.
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